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Abstract
According to the speci0ed goal, that is to say better numerical precision and=or better e1ciency, we can
select the most adapted method to solve linear systems of equations. As it exists several pivots which may
guaranty a perfect result with the use of the 4oating-point unit, we were motivated by an exact calculation
at low cost for our problem. We have compared all the alternatives and we present a panorama of the
already available pivots with two improvements. Exact calculations instead of approximated ones have been
implemented with 2% of runtime overcost in our example. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
As rounding errors are rather annoying when dealing with the solutions of a linear system, we
propose here a comparison between severals pivots which may certify the exactitude of the produced
solutions under some restrictions. The main idea is to forget temporarily the Gauss pivot as it mainly
contributes to the loss of precision [11,15]. Let us consider the solution x=0:1 for the linear system
10× x= 1. This simple solution is approximated because the fractional value 0:1 cannot be exactly
encoded in base 2 [13,14]. But expressing the solution with the numerator 1 and the denominator 10
ensures its correctness. Our goal was not to replace the 4oating-point values by rational values as
this example may suggest it, but it was to handle only integer values which are exactly manipulated
by the 4oating-point unit if these 0t in the mantissa of the 4oating-point unit. This can be done via
the fraction-free [2,3,10] pivot (which is not as famous as it should be) and the division-free pivot.
We have succeeded in improving these ancient methods with two optimizations that have contributed
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to signi0cantly decrease the runtime for our speci0c problem. We insist upon the fact that our work
is not based upon the recovery of the approximations potentially generated like in [9].
The 0rst section recalls what are the principal existing algorithms. The second part introduces
all the mathematical formulations and the third part recalls the existing pivots. The fourth part is
dedicated to the study of the optimizations. In the last section, we compare all the presented methods
with a practical example.
2. The algebraic context
2.1. Notations and principle of the resolution
A linear system is commonly represented thanks to algebraic items: an m×m matrix AB containing
the coe1cients of the equations, a vector y for the right-hand side of the equations and a vector
x representing the variables xj of the problem. The notation AB means that we have selected the
columns of a bigger m × n matrix A which are numbered with the m elements of list B. All the
coe1cients have been transformed into integers in order to have AB to be an integer matrix and y
an integer vector. Of course, the solutions are not supposed to be integer values for the linear system
ABx=y. The 0rst step consists in selectioning the variable xc which is to be isolated amongst all the
variables. Searching the column c for a nonnull coe1cient ar;c su1ces to complete this step. If such
an element does not exist then the linear system cannot be assimilated to a Cramer’s system, i.e., a
system with an unique solution. Once the pivoting variable ar;c has been found, the next phase is
the pivot itself, noticing that the linear combination between the row r and the other rows must take
care of the right-hand side y. The new row i is equal to the selected pivot ar;c times the previous
row i minus ai;c times the row r:
∀i¿ r; iA= ar;c ×i A− ai;c ×r A: (1)
We have voluntarily omitted the division whose purpose is the reduction of the generated values; it
will be the subject of the discussions below.
For all the rows i computed, we have ai;c=ar;c×ai;c−ai;c×ar;c=0. In our implementation, we have
decided to sort at request the rows of the matrix such that the pivot coe1cient ar;c systematically
belongs to the diagonal.
Procedure swap-nonnull-pivot(r; c)
i ← r
while i6m and a[i; c] = 0 do i ← i + 1
if i¿m then 〈no solution for this linear system〉
if i = r then
y[r]↔ y[i]
for j ← r to n do a[r; j]↔ a[i; j]
This statement is veri0ed if r=c, otherwise a single swap between the row r and the row c su1ces
to satisfy this condition. This means that the application of the linear combination (1) for all the rows
i which are under the row r constructs progressively a triangular matrix if r is successively equal
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to 1; 2; : : : ; m. Then with a series of substitutions from the bottom to the top of the last triangular
matrix, the solution is computed variable by variable.
It has been proved that all the variables xj are fractional values with a common denominator 
(see De0nition 1). The numerators xˆj of the solutions can be calculated as easily as the quotient
itself if  is known:
ai;1x1 + · · ·+ ai;mxm = yi ⇔ ai;1xˆ1 + · · ·+ ai;mxˆm = × yi: (2)
This refers of course to the Cramer’s formula,  being the determinant of the squared matrix AB
and xˆj being the determinant of a squared matrix constructed with m− 1 columns of AB and y.
Denition 1. A linear system is said to be a Cramer’s system if the determinant of the squared
matrix containing all the coe1cients of the variables  is not null. In this case; a Cramer’s system
admits one unique solution.
One could expect the Cramer’s formula to be useless because each of the m × m determinants
are supposed to require m! number of operations. In fact, all these determinants can be calculated
simultaneously thanks to the fraction-free pivot. This pivot computes a lower triangular matrix whose
lower element am;m is . The new coe1cients for all the rows i such that i¿ r of the pivoted matrix
A′ are obtained from the old coe1cients of the matrix A with the formula
∀i¿ r; a′i; j = (ar;c × ai; j − ai;c × ar; j)=p: (3)
The mechanism of this pivot relies on the fact that if the divisor p for the current pivot is equal to
the previous pivot, all the divisions which occur are exact (the dividend is always a multiple of the
divisor) [5]. The variable p is initially set to 1, and then iteratively set to each successive pivot.
Jack Edmonds has given a much more rigorous interpretation about this old pivot 1 when he has
introduced the Q-matrices and the Q-pivot [6,7]. The algorithm of the Q-pivot is applicable to any
m× n matrix A, not only squared m× m matrix AB.
2.2. The Z-matrix
We need to introduce matrices which are slightly diOerent from the Q-matrices because these latter
are suitable for the diagonalization not the triangularization. In fact, we need forthcoming remarks
derived from this type of matrices to justify the new optimizations. The notation B∓ij means that
the ith element of the list B has been replaced by the column numbered j.
Denition 2. A Z-matrix Z(A;B) is an m × n matrix such that each coe1cient zi; j is equal to
det(ABi∓ij). The two indexed lists B
i and Bi+1 of size m are identical excepted for the i + 1th
element. The last list Bm which plays an important role is also simply denoted B.
Remark 1. By construction; an m×m determinant is equal to the sum of m! terms; each being the
product of m coe1cients of ai; j. So any coe1cient of a Z-matrix is bounded. If we denote s the
1 According to Bareiss [3], Jordan (1838–1922) already knew this algorithm.
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number of digits for the largest coe1cient in A then sm + log10(m!) is a bound for the number of
digits of the largest determinant [5].
Remark 2. If A is an integer matrix then Z(A;B) is an integer matrix too.
Property 1. If AB is equal to the identity matrix ID then Z(A;B) = A.
Proof. The writing of one coe1cient is enough explicit:
det(ABi∓ij) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 · · · a1; j · · · 0
...
. . .
...
...
0 · · · ai; j · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 · · · am;j · · · 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= ai; j:
This property also means that the concatenation of the identity matrix su1ces to get a Z-matrix.
We use the list D=(d1; : : : ; dm) to locate the columns of this identity matrix in the augmented matrix
[AB unionsq ID]. Starting the process with this kind of initial Z-matrix permits to predict the structure of
the successive lists
B0 = (d1; d2; : : : ; dm) = D
B1 = (b1; d2; : : : ; dm)
B2 = (b1; b2; : : : ; dm)
...
Bi = (b1; : : : ; bi; di+1; : : : ; dm) ↓
...
Bm = (b1; b2; : : : bm) = B
and squared matrices ABi which have a special form
ABi =


a1; b1 · · · a1; bi 0 · · · 0
...
. . .
...
...
...
ai;b1 · · · ai;bi 0 · · · 0
ai+1; b1 · · · ai+1; bi 1 · · · 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
am;b1 · · · am;bi 0 · · · 1


: (4)
From now, if we only have the last list of columns Bm = B, all the previous lists Bk such that
16 k ¡m can be easily deduced from the 0nal list.
Property 2. Whatever the list B is; Z(A;B)B is an upper triangular matrix UB.
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Table 1
The divisor p or the determinant det(ABk ) at iteration k are equal
k 0 1 2 . . . m− 1
p 1 a1;1 a1;1a2;2 − a1;2a2;1 : : : m−1m−1;m−1
det(ABk ) det(ID) det(ID∓11 ) det(ID∓11∓22 ) : : : det(ABm−1 )
Proof. If the ith index of Bi is replaced by a column bj which is already in Bi (j¡ i) then
Bi ∓ibj =(b1; : : : ; bj; : : : ; bi = bj; di+1; : : : ; dm) and zi;bj = 0 because of the presence of two identical
columns bj in the matrix ABi∓ibj .
Property 3. If AD is the identity matrix ID then; whatever the list B is; Z(A;B)D is a lower
triangular matrix L−1B .
Proof. If the ith index of Bi is replaced by a column dj which is already in Bi (j¿ i) then
Bi ∓idj =(b1; : : : ; bi = dj; di+1; : : : ; dj; : : : ; dm) and zi;dj = 0 because of the presence of two identical
columns dj in the matrix ABi∓idj .
If j¡ i, the ith column of Bi has been replaced by the jth column of the identity matrix ID which
has only one nonnull value on row j; this leads to the calculation of the cofactor of the coe1cient
aj;bi in ABi for the coe1cient zi;dj . The similitude between the fraction-free pivot and the Q-pivot
has already been demonstrated in [1]. Let us compare Eq. (3) with the formulation of the Q-pivot:
∀i¿ r; a′i; j = (ar;c × ai; j − ai;c × ar; j)=det(AB): (5)
Fortunately, we know that the fraction-free pivot generates minors for each coe1cient a′i; j which can
be expressed thanks to the initial identity matrix ID [5,12]. We only need to point out that dividing
by the previous pivot is equivalent to dividing by the determinant det(ABk ) when computing the
values of iteration k + 1 (cf. Table 1).
Theorem 1. If we denote ki; j the minor whose rows are (1; 2; : : : ; k; i) and columns are (b1; b2; : : : ;
bk ; j); we have Z(A;Bk)i; j = ki; j.
Proof. The value for ki; j can be deduced from the value of det(ABk∓ij); taking account of the
particular structure of the matrix ABk which has m− k columns taken from the identity matrix ID.
If i¿ k we have
det(ABk∓ij) = 
k
i; j × det(ABk )m−k−1 = ki; j × zm−k−1k;bk : (6)
According to Eq. (1); some rows of Z(A;Bk+1) are a linear combination of the rows of Z(A;Bk).
Let us consider a list W of m columns. The theory of the determinant says that if we multiply
the row iAW by a constant ; then its new determinant is equal to the previous one times  and if
we subtract  times a row rAW from a row iAW then the determinant does not change. Since only
m− k rows are modi0ed during the iteration k; we can write a relation linking the determinants of
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the current Z-matrix to the determinants of the initial Z-matrix:
det(Z(A;Bk)W) =
(
det(ABk )
det(ABk−1)
)m−k
× det(Z(A;Bk−1)W)
=
(
zk;bk
zk−1; bk−1
)m−k
× det(Z(A;Bk−1)W)
=
k∏
p=1
zp;bp × det(Z(A;B0)W)
=
k∏
p=1
zp;bp × det(AW): (7)
On the other hand; the determinant for the matrix Z(A;Bk)Bk∓ij can be easily calculated if i¿ k
because Z(A;Bk)Bk is an upper triangular matrix until row k and a diagonal matrix with an unique
value until the last row m:
det(Z(A;Bk)Bk∓ij) =
k∏
p=1
zp;bp × zi; j × zm−k−1k;bk :
If we pose W =Bk∓ij in Eq. (7); we obtain; thanks to Eq. (6);
det(Z(A;Bk)Bk∓ij) =
k∏
p=1
zp;bp × det(ABk∓ij) =
k∏
p=1
zp;bp × ki; j × zm−k−1k;bk :
Finally; we have Z(A;Bk)i; j = det(ABk∓ij) which is equal to 
k
i; j; this also proves that the division
present in Eq. (3) is exact; because if A is an integer matrix; any minor extracted from the matrix
A is an integer value (the division cannot let one fractional value appear).
Remark 3. If k ¡ i then Bk ∓idj =(b1; : : : ; bk ; dk+1; : : : ; di−1; dj; di+1; : : : dm) and if k ¡ i = j then
Bk ∓idi =Bk . This remark proves that for each Z-matrix Z(A;Bk) the particular value det(ABk ) is
at least found m − k times; once in each row i below the row k. More precisely; each coe1cient
located at position (i; di) such that k ¡ i is equal to det(ABk ).
3. Some recalls about the pivots
We recall below what are the more intensively used pivots, either for an integer resolution, or
a 4oating-point resolution. As we will see in the next section, these pivots should not be used for
better results.
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3.1. The division-free pivot
A common and intuitive idea to handle integers consists in performing divisions only with greatest
common divisors. If we set the variable p to 1 all the time, no division, and as a consequence,
no rounding error due to the division occurs during the process. This assignment, frequently used
to obtain exact results, requires practically the computation of numerous Greatest Common Divi-
sors to maintain the coe1cient as small as possible and to prevent potential over4ows. Procedure
reduce-A-and-y(c; i) is a simple implementation of what could be done for each row during the
resolution (more e1cient version can be found in [4]).
Procedure reduce-A-and-y(c; i)
t9← y[i]
j ← c
while j6m and t9 =1 and t9 =− 1 do
t9← gcd(t9; a[i; j])
j ← j + 1
if t9 =1 and t9 =− 1 then
y[i]← y[i]=t9
for j ← c to m do a[i; j]← a[i; j]=t9
 [i]←  [i]× t9
The duration of the execution is increased and the calculation of the 0nal solution also re-
quires greatest common divisors (its implementation is detailed in Procedure calculate-x). We could
also introduce another solution which consists in keeping a trace of what should be done to re-
store the equivalent fraction-free matrix, and therefore, the precious determinant  appearing in
Eq. (2).
Remark 4. Since we manipulate the smallest integer coe1cients because of the GCD; for each row
i exists a rational row factor  i such that the product  i × ai; j restores the coe1cients; we would
have obtained with fraction-free pivots.
3.2. The Gauss pivot
Any arithmetic operation involving integers is exact because their binary representation is always
0nite. Until now we have prevented 4oating-point numbers from appearing during the resolution
such that the correctness of the solution can be validated. Unfortunately, the best known and widely
used Gauss pivot generates approximated numbers suppressing the possibility of performing cer-
ti0ed calculations. Its formulation does not rely on any nice property like for the fraction-free
pivot:
∀i¿ r; a′i; j = (ar;c × ai; j − ai;c × ar; j)=ar;c = ai; j − a′i; c × ar; j: (8)
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Table 2
Maximum of elementary operations for a single coe1cient
Pivots Additions Multiplications Divisions gcds
Gauss 1 1 0 0
fraction-free 1 2 1 0
division-free 1 2 1 + 2 0 + 1
On the other hand, it requires less elementary operations than any other pivot to reach the solution
(cf. Table 2) and it does not need to handle the rational variables  i suggested in Remark 4.
4. Optimizing the pivot operations
The optimizations are based upon two remarks:
• Remark 3 which permits to replace the computation of n2 values by the computation of n values;
• Remark 4 which permits to decrease the number of elementary operations for the pivot operation.
4.1. Truncating the Z-matrix
The theory of the Z-matrix seems to impose the concatenation of an m×m squared matrix, which
is 0nally not necessary in practice. We have shown that the divisor required is always the value of
the last pivot. In other words, the ith pivot requires divisions by det(ABi−1) and this divisor can be
found explicitly in every row i if A contains the identity matrix (cf. Property 3). The new coe1cients
can be calculated with a new formula:
z′i; j =
(
zr;c × zi; j − zi; c × zr; j
)
=zi;di : (9)
In procedures pivot-A-and-y and solve-with-fraction-free-pivots, we denote Qa[i] = zi;di this precious
value det(ABi−1) for each row i. Its new value could be calculated like the other ones except that
we know in advance that zr; j = zr;di = 0 if r ¿ i because Z(A;B
i)D is a lower triangular matrix. In
conclusion, a single assignment is su1cient to update this coe1cient:
z′i;di = (zr;c × zi;di)=zi;di = zr;c: (10)
The vector Qa which stands for the diagonal of the lower matrix is initially 0lled with the identity
value 1 to represent the identity matrix. There is no obligation to compute n2 coe1cient of the
complete matrix L−1Bi since we only need the n coe1cients zi;di .
Procedure pivot-A-and-y(r; c; i; ; ; !)
if  = 0
y[i]← (× y[i])=!
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Table 3
IEEE standard 754 speci0cations for the Pentium III
Float Double Long
Exponent 8 bits 11 bits 0 bits
Mantissa 23 bits 52 bits 31 bits
Sign 1 bit 1 bit 1 bit
Maximum 3:40× 1038 1:79× 10308 2:14× 109
for j ← c + 1 to n do a[i; j]← (× a[i; j])=!
Qa[i]← × Qa[i]=!
elsif != 1
y[i]← × y[i]−  × y[r]
for j ← c + 1 to n do a[i; j]← × a[i; j]−  × a[r; j]
Qa[i]← × Qa[i]
else
y[i]← (× y[i]−  × y[r])=!
for j ← c + 1 to n do a[i; j]← (× a[i; j]−  × a[r; j])=!
Qa[i]← × Qa[i]=!
In order to compute exact solutions, we have to handle small integers, or more precisely, integers
with a small number of representative digits. For example, the size of some types manipulated
e1ciently by the Pentium III processor can be read in Table 3. We recall here that if the size of
the mantissa su1ces to contain the number of signi0cative bits for the operands and the results then
no rounding error occurs. If the double arithmetic operations handle integers values which belong
to [ − 252; 252 − 1] then the resolution is exact. As we have already mentioned, the calculations of
numerous GCD can help to maintain this condition until the end but it makes the resolution much
slower than for the fraction-free pivots. On the other hand, the fraction-free pivot handles greater
values than the division-free pivot and may generate over4ow problems.
4.2. The fraction-free pivot revisited
We have already got rid of the calculation of the whole triangular matrix required by the new
fraction-free pivot in Section 4.1. But one can point out what happens on row i if the column pivot
ai;c is equal to zero. For the fraction-free pivot, it induces at least a multiplication by ar; r and a
division by ar−1; r−1 for each coe1cient (remember that we have decided to have c = r for all the
pivots) contrarily to the Gauss and the division-free pivots which require no operation at all. If the
row i shows the same particularity one more time, then all the calculations done previously appear
to be a waste of time
a′′i; j =
(
ar+1; r+1
ar; r
)
× a′i; j =
(
ar+1; r+1
ar; r
)(
ar; r
ar−1; r−1
)
× ai; j =
(
ar+1; r+1
ar−1; r−1
)
× ai; j:
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The idea is to memorize the multiplication and the division we should have done for the whole row
i in the row factor  i introduced in Remark 4 except that we restrict this optimization only when
 i is a integer value (i.e., its denominator is equal to 1).
According to Eq. (9), we can now divide any row i by a common divisor  i and still complete
a fraction-free pivot iteration. We denote z˙i; j the reduced coe1cient such that zi; j =  i × z˙i; j, such
that Eq. (9) can be rewritten
z′i; j = ([zr;c]× zi; j − [zi; c]× zr; j)=[zi;di ];
= ([ r][z˙r; c]× [ i]z˙i; j − [ i][z˙i; c]× [ r]z˙r; j)=([ i][z˙i;di ]);
 i × z˙′i; j = [ r]× ([z˙r; c]× z˙i; j − [z˙i; c]× z˙r; j)=[z˙i;di ]:
The bracketed terms correspond to the ones which are constant for the computation of the entire
row i. Instead of calculating the GCD for this row using procedure reduce-A-and-y(i), we calculate
only the common factors between these four values. At worst, only two greatest common divisors,
t1=gcd(zr;c; zi; c) and t4=gcd(t1× r; z˙i;di), are needed to detect an optimization (including the one
described above when the value for the column pivot ai;c is null):
 i × ai; j =  r × (t1× (t2× ai; j + t3× ar; j))= Qai
= t5=t6× (t2× ai; j + t3× ar; j)
= (t7× ai; j + t8× ar; j)=t6:
For example, if t6 = 1 then the value of t5 can be directly assigned to the new row factor  i and
the new ai; j can be updated with the formula t2× ai; j + t3× ar; j. The calculations of t7 and t8 are
bypassed and the division de0ned in the formula of the fraction-free pivot has disappeared for this
row. This means that the cost of this preprocessing is balanced by the optimization found, especially
when the solutions for the linear system are quite “regular”.
Procedure solve
 ← [1; 1; : : : ; 1]
Qa← [1; 1; : : : ; 1]
for r ← 1 to m do
swap-nonnull-pivot(r, c)
c← r
if division-free then reduce-A-and-y(c; r)
t0←  [r]× a[r; r]
for i ← r + 1 to m do
if a[i; r] =0 then
t1← gcd(a[r; r]; a[i; r])
if fraction-free then
t4← gcd(t1×  [r]; Qa[i])
else
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reduce-A-and-y(c; i)
t4← 1
t2← a[r; r]=t1
t3← −a[i; r]=t1
t5← (t1×  [r])=t4
t6← Qa[i]=t4
if t6 = 1 or t6 =−1 then
 [i]← t5× t6
pivot-A-and-y(r; c; i; t2; t3; 1)
else
 [i]← 1
t7← t2× t5
t8← t3× t5
pivot-A-and-y(r; c; i; t7; t8; t6)
else
if fraction-free then
t1← gcd(t0; Qa[i])
t2← t0=t1
t3← Qa[i]=t1
if t3 = 1 or t3 =−1 then  [i]← t2× t3
else
 [i]← 1
pivot-A-and-y(r; c; i; t2; 0; t3)
calculate-x
Only a few remarkable cases are described in Procedure pivot-A-and-y to facilitate its under-
standing but all possible combinations need to be programmed to measure important ameliorations
[1].
4.3. The division-free pivot revisited
It is legitime to transpose the optimization for the fraction-free pivot to the division-free pivot.
Doing so diminishes the size of the coe1cients in comparison to the previous division-free pivot
and then shortens the reducing step corresponding to Procedure reduce-A-and-y(i) because greatest
common divisors are more likely to be equal to 1 rapidly. The 0nal calculations for the variables
xj are diOerent because we no longer take into account the row factors  i, such that we cannot
restore the determinant . Instead, we use the variable  in the procedure calculate-x to compute
dynamically the greatest common denominator found so far for all the solutions xj whose value is
equal to the determinant  at worst.
Procedure calculate-x
← 1
for i ← m downto 1 do
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t9← 0
for j ← m downto i + 1 do t9← t9− a[i; j]× x[j]
if fraction-free then
x[i]← t9 +  [m]× a[m;m]× y[i]
else
t9← t9 + × y[i]
t0← gcd(t9; a[i; i])
x[i]← t9=t0
t0← a[i; i]=t0
← × t0
for j ← m downto i + 1 do x[j]← x[j]× t0
5. Practical results
We have tested all the pivots presented so far with a concrete example which implies the resolution
of 3,889,299 linear systems. The goal was to cut a rectangle into squares of distinct sizes [8]
(Fig. 1). To reach this objective, a large amount of linear systems are generated based on KirchoO’s
electric laws. All the decompositions with 20 squares are found by solving the whole set of linear
systems noted in Table 4.
The numbers of elementary operations in billions (109) are noted in Table 5 and, of course, these
values are the same for the implementation with the double format and the long format. The column
labeled max reveals the greatest absolute values manipulated; as they are lower than 231 ≈ 2 ·109 the
use of the long integers was safe for this example. To allow a realistic comparison with the other
pivots, the Gauss pivot also includes a routine which rounds the values close to zero towards zero,
but in opposition to the other ones, we recall here that it cannot be adapted to long numbers because
of the appearance of 4oating-point values. Billions of greatest common divisors are computed during
the resolution; these are the consequence of the naive GCD function implemented:
Function gcd(, )
while  =0 do
!← mod 
← 
← !
return 
Table 4
Repartition of the linear systems
Size Number
10× 10 17,234
11× 11 998,926
12× 12 2,465,117
13× 13 406,232
14× 14 1790
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Fig. 1. How to cut a rectangle with 9 squares.
Table 5
Measurements for the problem
Number of operations (×109) Time in s
+ − × ÷ mod max double long
Fraction-free 0 0.88 3.08 2.19 0 3:80 · 108 295 347
Division-free 0 0.88 2.54 0.26 0.75 2:83 · 108 435 305
Fraction-free rev. 0.48 0.40 1.06 0.76 0.49 7:64 · 108 257 262
Division-free rev. 0 0.88 1.57 0.09 0.69 6:46 · 108 293 243
Gauss pivot 0 0.88 0.98 0.29 0 7:34 · 107 238 —
When dealing with exact solutions, the new version of the fraction-free pivot is the more e1cient
method for the double format and the new division-free pivot is the best alternative for the long
format. In Table 5, the total runtime required by the former is only 8% slower than the fastest but
approximated pivot (the Gaussian version) and the total runtime required by the latter is just 2%
slower. This is due to the double modulo which is much longer to execute than the other operations
for the Pentium III processor (but not for the long modulo). The diOerence of moduli between these
two pivots which is about 2× 108 su1ces to explain the measurements observed.
It is interesting to notice that the performance of the fraction-free (respectively, the division-free)
pivot has been speed up by 32% (respectively, 48%) thanks to the new implementation. Choos-
ing between the fraction-free or the division-free should be guided by the supposed (or predicted)
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behavior in size of the coe1cients: the long format should be reserved for “very small ones” (¡ 231),
the double for “small ones” (¡ 252). Larger types of numbers, like the long or long double formats
may be used if necessary. One can 0nd another type of problem for which these pivots may give
better results than the commonly used division-free or fraction-free pivots.
6. Conclusion
We have presented several algorithms dedicated to the pivot operation. If exact calculations are
required, the revisited fraction-free pivot and the revisited division-free pivot may permit to increase
the precision of this kind of operation. For some particular problems, like the one chosen to illus-
trate the algorithms, we have avoided the use of a multi-precision library and performed certi0ed
calculations easily at low cost with a runtime close to the fastest but approximated implementation.
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